CUBA INVASION
ARMY TRAINED
BY TRUJILLO
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Miami, April 16—A teen-age resident of Miami today confirmed reports that an expeditionary force is being trained in the Dominican Republic to invade Cuba.

The Cuban-American youth, whose name cannot be disclosed, has just returned from Ciudad Trujillo.

Rebel Leader Fidel Castro, who trained another expeditionary force in Mexico, announced in advance his planned invasion of Cuba last November. He said at the time he would act to beat Generalissimo Trujillo to the punch and forestall Dominican intervention in the Cuban movement to overthrow President Fulgencio Batista.

Disillusioned, He Says

"I became convinced there," the youth said, "that one dictator could not be overthrown by another dictator. For four years I have been determined that Batista must be overthrown, but I became disillusioned because our D-Day never came. Then Trujillo ended his personal feud with Batista and our training stopped."

The would-be insurrectionist said that Policarpo Soler and Candido de la Torre, lieutenants of Carlos Prio Socarras, former president of Cuba, were at the training camp. They had been reported as the liaison between Trujillo and supporters of Prio, who lives in exile in Miami. He has always denied Batista's charges that he is linked with Trujillo.

The youth said that about 120 Cubans were in training at the camp outside Ciudad Trujillo.

Trained by Officers

"We were trained by uniformed officers of the Dominican army," he said.

One of the Cubans at the camp made some disparaging remarks about Trujillo one day, the youth related, and was promptly imprisoned.

Other Cubans received pilot training at a base far from Ciudad Trujillo, he said.

All passports of the expeditionary force members were picked up by Dominican immigration officers as they arrived in Ciudad Trujillo. About 20 men have been unable to leave the Dominican republic, the young man said, because their passports have been lost.